
DRIVE

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE IN A 
PREMIUM, LONG HAUL, DRIVE TIRE.
The TY577™ is Yokohama’s premium drive tire, designed to tackle the most demanding 
needs of the long haul trucker. Long, even wear with muscle to spare, and the finest 
recappable casing are the industry-leading qualities that make the TY577 worthy of being 
your designated drive tires. Its cutting-edge design is intended to deliver best-in-class 
performance. Just compare it against any competitor on the market today.

IT’S IN OUR DNA.
Our innovative business 
philosophy, SmartSolution,™ 
is our commitment to meeting 
the most essential demands 
of today’s fleets: Longevity, 
Efficiency, Availability and 
Dependability.

The funnel-shaped groove wall provides enhanced traction while 
reducing stone retention. It increases block rigidity for added traction, 
enhanced resistance against uneven wear and superior ride comfort.

DEPENDABILITY Heightened traction with reduced friction

The exclusive contoured bead shape design allows the tire to sit 
evenly against the rim for extremely high uniform rolling, as well as 
provide better tire-to-rim fit, reduced friction, a smoother ride and 
long, even wear.

STEM-2 Technology (StrainEnergy Minimization) extends the life 
of the casing by redirecting normally destructive stress forces. This 
process greatly reduces strain on the critical bead and shoulder 
areas by minimizing flex in the casing. 

Bead Area

Shoulder Area

EFFICIENCY Optimized tread for a uniform footprint

The specifically-positioned stress wear control groove redistributes 
the load on the outside rib, greatly reducing the occurrence of shoulder 
step down wear, efficiently creating a more uniform foot print.

LONGEVITY Exceptional original tread wear

30/32" deep groove depth provides extremely long, original wear and 
delivers firm road grip while minimizing heat generation, allowing for the 
full benefit of the very deep tread grooves.

The closed shoulder rib creates more rubber on the outside ribs, 
which means more miles.  This distinctive closed shoulder enables 
more rubber-to-road contact for long, even wear.

STEM-2 technology extends
the life of the casing by 
redirecting normally destructive 
stress forces.

AVAILABILITY Industry-leading support

Yokohama Emergency Service (YES) provides fast, efficient 
service any time of day—24/7.

SmartSolution Certified Program recognizes the best dealers 
in the industry assuring fleet customers will receive the most 
effective and efficient solutions to their trucking needs.

ON-HIGHWAY AND 2- AND 3- AXLE 
TRACTOR APPLICATIONS

https://www.carid.com/yokohama-tires/
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295/75R22.5 57701 14G 129.29 9.00 8.25 11.4 40.9 30 12.4 19.1 513 6175@110 5675@110 75

295/75R22.5 57721 16H 118.00 9.00 8.25 11.4 40.7 30 12.4 19.1 512 6610@120 6005@120 75

11R22.5 57702 14G 135.24 8.25 7.50 10.9 42.3 30 12.0 19.6 495 6175@105 5840@105 75

11R22.5 57722 16H 125.00 8.25 7.50 11.1 42.0 30 12.0 19.6 497 6610@120 6005@120 75

285/75R24.5 57703 14G 133.63 8.25 NONE 10.9 42.2 30 12.0 19.6 496 6175@110 5675@110 75

11R24.5 57704 14G 144.04 8.25 7.50 10.9 44.3 30 12.0 20.7 472 6610@105 6005@105 75

11R24.5 57724 16H 133.00 8.25 7.50 11.1 44.0 30 12.2 20.6 474 7160@120 6610@120 75

Check out the collection of tires we offer.

https://www.carid.com/tires.html



